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1 INTRODUCTION 

In the interim since calling for a second generation HRA 
(Human Error Analysis)l, there have been few attempts to 
take up the challenge. In fact, some practitioners have sug
gested that quantitative HRA (QHRA) is like an 'eternal 
question: 2 presumably meaning that it may be unsolvable, 
or being more bold. claiming that people cannot be so 
quantified3

. These critics suggest that qualitative HRA is 
what is needed and focus should be redirected from the 
'obsession' to quantify. Although the author shares some 
of the concerns of these critics, in particular a proponent 
of HR assurance over HR analysis, it is too early to rush in 
and risk throwing the baby out with the bath water-t. 

These same critics are well aware that issues linger in 
areas that blend risk-significance with human reliability. 
One of these is the so-called issue of errors of commission 
(EOCs). The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
has identified this issue as a residual undeveloped element 
in risk assessment methodology5. Previous NRC research by 
Idaho Engineering National Laboratory (INEL) to the con
trary6-9, it is widely perceived that there is no technology to 
assess EOCs. However, one project under development 
proposes a new approach. This effort is conducted by 
Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) and goes by the 
acronym ATHEANA (a technique for human error 
analysis) 10. 

Since research NUREGs often lead to regulations to 
which the US nuclear utilities must dedicate scarce 
resources in compliance efforts, it seems relevant to critique 
this new proposed solution to EOCs. This technical note 
examines ATHEANA from three perspectives: its taxon
omy, its event analysis, and an example of its quantification 
of an EOC In order to accomplish this. special attention will 
be paid to a small loss of coolant accident (SLOCA) that 

occurred on July 3. 1992 at Ft. Calhoun 11- 15. In the midst of 
what overall was exemplary handling of the event. the crew 
on shift committed a 'classical' EOC. This error was of 
negligible overall consequence in the scenario. so much so 
in fact that one review complimented the teamwork of the 
crew 13. However, it is important to clearly identify this error 
as an EOC t)pe along with its influencing context so as to be 
able to ask 'where is the precipice'?' That is, where might an 
EOC that. in this case after the fact proved insignificant, 
have Jed to a riskier plant condition? The Ft. Calhoun 
emergency operating procedures (EOPs) related to small 
LOCAs will also be used to examine the example quantifi
cation in the NUREG. 

Notice up front that there is much of merit in the 
methodology of ATHEANA, particularly in its attempt 
to describe how EOCs might occur, this being of impor
tance to risk management. This note points out some 
soft areas that are in need of extension or correction. 
It would also be interesting to re-examine the INEL 
efforts in the area of EOCs to see whether they can 
be integrated with ATHEANA but this effort is beyond 
the scope of this note. 

2 THE SMALL LOCA EVENT AT FT. CALHOUN 

July 3, 1992 was the start of a US holiday weekend (the 4th 
of July). The Ft. Calhoun reactor is a Combustion Engineer
ing (CE), older vintage pressurized water reactor (PWR) 1(,. 

It was being operated with a "split" crew because of the 
holiday: the SRO and ROs were from one team and the 
STA was from another. The reactor tripped at II :36pm at 
the beginning of the night shift. Table I presents an event 
rimeline in the style of a decision flow chart l7 but with the 
phenomena divided according to context and control lK 
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Tahle l. Timeline of Ft. Calhoun's LOCA evolution 

Time (h:ml Context Control 

·u-, inverter #~ alJrm
 
6:36-2':1:30 scries ot [rouble alarm, with above
 
23:36	 R, trip on PZR high pressure
 

quench tank I QT) press/level alarms
 
both bad,up charging pumps start
 
initial I. OC\ signs
 

23:37 PZR pres,ure drops and begins to recover 
n·B PZR rressure reaches 1925: then starts to decrease 

PPLS/SIAS/CIASNIAS actuate 
23A4 panel ReS pressure indicator lags 
2.N6 

23:52 

23:55 QT disk ruptures: containment cues 
23:56	 emergency feedwater storage tank (EFWSTj low 

level alarm 
0:04 
next hour 
1:10 EFWST low level alarm clears 
1:21 
1:22 

2:18 QSPDS indicates possible voiding in RV head: 
may have been the result of the EOC 

8 hrs 

6:30 

10:53 
\3:12 
13:52 

The initiator was an electrical fault caused by a voltage 
oscillation upon returning a non-safety-related inverter to 
service after failing early that morning. The heat sink for 
the reactor was temporarily lost because of this fault, which 
tripped the reactor. The accompanying pressure buildup in 
the reactor coolant system (RCS) lifted power-operated 
relief valves (PORVs) as well as at least one pressurizer 
code safety valve (PSV). The PORVs re-shut with the return 
of the heat sink that lowered RCS pressure enough to allow 
them to re-close. However, the PSV incrementally 'recali 
brated' itself and remained open until pressure was reduced 
to 1.000 psi when it only partially closed. This open PSV 
was the source of a small LOCA, which was nonisolatable. 

The operators on crew did not know that the PSV had 
remained open. However, the EOPS I9

-
23 do not require that 

either the specific assessment ot the situation, i.e., the cause 
of the LOCA, or the isolation of the LOCA be accom
plished. These are obvious 'niceties.' The EOPs do call 
for the operators to maintain 20°F subcooling margin 
(SCM), which is an optimal cooling path (see Fig. I) but 
not a risk-significant one necessarily. To do so they must 
monitor RCS pressure. The Ft. Calhoun control board con
tains one pressure indicator on the front panel but has two 

precursor to trip 

operators enter EOp·OO 

operators block PORVs based on lowering pressure 

operators lose subcooling margin 
EOP-OO completed 
transfer to EOP-20 
SIA 2B&2C (2/3 SI pumps) shutdown 
according to Floating Step for 
terminating SI (EOC) 
Shift Supervisor declares ALERT based on Emergency 
Alert Levels 1.10 
LOCA into containment noted 
operators begin ex-control room action IEXCR) to 

refill tank 
Shift Supervisor direct.~ plant cooldown 
Siand charging started and stopped to optimize injection 

refill successful 
TSC assumes Site Director responsibilities 
operators put non-safety 4160 kv busses on 345 backfeed: 
EXCR 
THIS WOULD REQUIRE THE RESTARTING OF HPSI 

IF OFF 
operators overcome various minor difficulties in 

shutting down 
TSC with NRC concurrence downgrades event to 

UNUSUAL EVENT 
SI-I A started in preparation for shutdown cooling (SOC) 
SDC established per EOP-20; EXCR 
TSC allows exiting EOPs 

redundant ones on a back panel not visible to the crew. This 
separation of crucial instrumentation is clearly a human 
engineering deficiency (l1ED). The front-panel indicator 
failed high but tracked the correct pressure, misleadingly 
indicating sufficient SCM (note that a high pressure reading 
for any temperature on the figure would falsely indicate 
more cooling than exists). Apparently. in the crush of indi
cations and activities. the RO could not go to back of the 
panel to confirm the reading. Since he actually had no 
reason to do so based on his panel indicators. this was a 
failure in situation assessment but could not reasonably be 
called an error24

, at least not his. 
However, a qualified safety parameter display system 

(QSPDS) compares the three RCS pressure instrument read
ings but was cryptically and confus:.,gly indicating the mis
match, a second HED. The senior reactor operator (SRO) 
noted this but apparently mistakenly discounted this indica
tion as an inoperable QSPDS. Notice that the SPDS, 
industry-wide. has had a problem of availability and oper
ability during the very events that require an SPDS. Even
tually. the shift technical advisor (STA). with whom the 
operators did not normally work. paged down the QSPDS 
displays to find the actual readings causing the mismatch. 
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Fig. 1. RCS pressure versus RCS temperature and SCM. 

He reported to the SRO that the front-panel reading was 
inconsistent with the back panel r~adings. The panel opera
tor swore by his reading since no other panel indicator 
showed a problem and the SRO mistakenly decided to 
believe the panel operator, with whom he was familiar. 
Notice that the acceptance of the STAin nuclear power 
plant crews has also been an industry-wide problem. 

Fig. 2 show the crew 'dynamics' of the situation. The 
SRO's decision was a mistake; since the operators did not 
increase safety injection (SI) to compensate for the low 
SCM, this could be labelled an error of omission (EOO). 
However, the operators apparently reduced SI according to 
the EOP (see Table 1 at 23:46) and the faulted indicator. 
Hence, the error could be termed an EOC. 

3 ATHEANA'S TAXONOMIC' PROBLEMS 

This note significantly expands on an earlier critique of 
ATHEANA25. As the description of the Ft. Calhoun 

r 
.SPDS indicates 

mismatch in 

2nSLOCA indicates. the use of the general phenotype of 
commission, i.e., EOC. is not always straightforward in 
the case of a\event involving crew dynamics in a highly 
proceduraJized context. ATHEANA is about commissions 
that are also either mistakes or even deliberate actions which 
are termed circumventions. In other words, there is a strong 
element of situational assessment andlor decision making 
underlying the error, which leads some to the term 'cog
nitive error.' The problem with this overt description. 
i.e., the commission, is that cognitive errors of omission 
(EOOs) are not particularly distinct from them, particularly 
in a team situation. Notice that either a mistake or a circum
vention may be either a commission or an omission. The 
notorious failure to attempt feed and bleed27 was a deliber
ate, and after the fact, successful circumventive omission. 
The error basis is the same for commissions or omissions 
and the distinction is causally irrelevant. 

ATHEANA raises other taxonomic issues as well. First, 
some of the language used in ATHEANA is unfortunate, 
mostly because of the attempt to be taxonomically precise 
and descriptive while having to use a living language. 
ATHEANA adopts Reason's taxonomy of human error28

: 

slip, lapse, mistake. and violation29, which are all termed 
unsafe acts. ATHEANA adopts 'unsafe acts' and. despite 

. h h ~o ~ lb' .the pro blems Wit t e concepr .. ,su stltutes 'clrcumven
tion' for 'violation'. However. the latter change in terminol
ogy is misleading, since violation at least has a dictionary 
meaning that is a legal analog to what is intended whereas 
circumvention connotes sneakiness, which is not meant. 
(Other possible substitutes for violation-challenge, contra
vention, defiance, intervention-also carry derogatory bag
gage presumably unintended in this application.) 

The ATHEANA definition for commission error~2 is: 

an overt. unsafe act that. when taken. leads to a 
change in plant configuration with the comequence 
of a degraded safety-state. 

Unfortunately the phrase 'overt, unsafe act" has a clear 
ordinary meaning of an action knowingly unsafe, which 
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Tahle 2. An alternatiw error taxon()m~ 

I. failurc in l'\)::,nllil1ll 

2. failure in cognition omission 

3. failurc in cngnitivc control commission 

4. failurc in cognitive control omission 

makes the technical usage by ATHEANA rather alarmist. 
Also. one must wonder whether the consequential 
'unsafety' is merely temporary or ·permanent.· i.e., the 
latter being that it caused actual harm or loss. Finally. the 
ATHEANA detinition is more restrictive than Reason·s. 
adopting the consequence criterion-plant safety is degraded
rather than a potential loss of safety. i.e .. the act is per
formed 'in relation to the presence of a particular hazard.'2M 
At least Reason's definition recognizes that. particularly. 
violations are unsafe only in potential. that they might 
prove. after the fact. to have been the 'correct' and safest 
option. The possibility space evolves as follows: 

I. error with harm 
error with no harm 

3. circurmention with harm 
4. circumvcntion with no harm. 

Clearly. HRA may need to consider all of the four possi
bilities. but it would seem to have been better off not using 
the phrase 'unsafe act' at all. merely recognizing errors 
(slips. lapses, mistakes) and circumventions. 

As a candidate taxonomy. Table 2 blends overt behaviour 
with its performance impetus. Table 2 is. of course. an 
abbreviation of what might be displayed alternatively as 
'Iogic' tree with a dozen more end states. (n this scheme, 
there are failures in cognition or in the control used to exe
cute the cognition"'. Then there are the overt phenotypes. 
commission and omission. Each of the resulting errors may 
be labelled as mistak.e or circumvention for cognitive errors 
or slip or lapse for cognitive control errors. The error then is 
a failure depending upon whether the failure state leads to 
harm or not. In this light. ATHEANA as well as the NRC 
should be concerned with both taxons I and 2 but 
ATHEANA generally is not. Although the HRA concern 
is restricted to the failure status 'harm: the development 
program must search for cognitive errors without harm as 
precursors. This exposes a fundamental weakness in HRA 
and risk analysis generally: the extrapolation from precursor 
to real or postulated occurrence is an intellectual minefield. 
In the language of the table. the Ft. Calhoun error was a Iaf 
error. i.e .. a failure in cognition. a mistake leading to a 
commission but no harm. The Davis-Besse error was a 
2bf error, a failure in cognition, a circumvention leading 
to an omission but no harm (except, of course, that the 
NRC shut the plant down for fourteen months). 

Failure 'IJIU, 

a. III istakc e. harm 
h. circ~\'ention I. no haml 
a. mistake charm 
h. circumvention f no harm 
a. slip c. harm 
h. lapse L no harm 
a. slip c. harm 
h. lapse l. nil harm 

The nuances in semantics described above do not seem to 

detract from the value or the primary intent of ATHEM'iA 
and are not in that setting particularly significant. The sec-. 
and feature, event analysis, however. is a significant issue 
and one aspect is turned to next. 

~ THE FORCE OF 'FORCING CONTEXT' 

One of the major points of ATHEANA's analysis of events 
is that situational circumstances can be so contrary to suc
cessful human performance that the error is 'forced.' 
ATHEANA 10. in its small LOCA example, purports to 

examine such an error forcing context (EFC). The example 
in the ATHEANA NUREG is the inappropriate termination 
of safety injection (SO, the primary means of cooling the 
reactor core, during a small LOCA When cooling is suffi· 
cient according to instrumented cues, then the operators are 
instructed by procedure to terminate SI according to HPSI 
Stop and Throttle Criteria in the Ft. Calhoun procedure for 
LOCA response. This occurs at step 8A, which is a floating 
step for all EOPs at Ft. Calhoun. It is not the only place in 
the procedure set that calls for this action. The step is impor
tant for optimal cooling and to meet the goal of avoiding 
overcooling, a rather insignificant problem relative to an 
overheated or melted core. More significantly, maintaining 
SCM meets the goal of avoiding reactor voiding during a 
cooldown. a phenomenon that reached alarming proportions 
at TMI. 

Notice that the language of error 'forcing' goes beyond 
that of Swain's 'error likely situation"4 and seems even 
more restrictive than Fujita's 'error prone situation.'35 In 
fact, adopting Martin Stutzke' s view of the event described 
in ATHEANA, 'error forcing' is a contradiction in terms, if 
taken literally. For if the action is forced then there is no 
chance for success and hence error is not appropriate; 
whereas, if the action is an error, thpT} ~.lccess was a possi
bility. and, hence. the situation is not really forcing. 

The 'force' to the action of SI termination is presumed to 
be a failure of both reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure 
and pressurizer (PZR) level indications. In PWRs. pressure 
and temperature are combined to determine subcooling 
margin (SCM) which is supposed to be maintained at 
about 20°C (the dashed line in Fig. 2). Loss of SCM can 
eventually lead to reactor voiding which will be indicated by 
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the reactor vessel level monitoring system (RVLMS). 
Reactor voiding can cause uneven overheating of the core 
and core melting can eventually occur. The time to melt. 
however, will be several hours. Also, EOP-03. step 5·6e. 
requires SI flow to be positive for RCS pressures less than 
about 1550 psi according to Attachment 3. Safety Injection 
Flow v. Pressurizer Pressure. Hence. the SI termination 
condition will not only not be forcing. it may not even be 
likely. 

Floating step A (floating steps are section 8 of all EOPs), 
HPSI Stop and Throttle Criteria. indicates two possible 
actions. If all of the following stop and throttle criteria are 
satisfied: 

1,	 ReS subcooling is greater than or equal to 20°F. 
2.	 plR level is greater than or equal to 459C and not 

lowering. 
3.	 At least one steam generator (SG) is available for 

RCS heat removal. 
4.	 RVLMS indicates level is at or above the top of the 

Hot Leg. 

Then the operators are directed to tum HPSI off. In the 
situation assessed by ATHEANA. criterion I is met because 
pressure fails high and PZR level is (presumably) failed 
stuck above the 45% level. SG heat removal is assumed 
operable and RVLMS does not yet indicate low level. If 
HPSI stop and throttle criteria cannot be maintained. then 
the floating step directs the operators to (re)initiate HPSI 
flow by performing the following steps: 

I.	 Start all of the HPSI Pumps. SI-2A/B/e. 
2.	 Open all HPSI Loop Injection Valves. 

Note that the step has a caution: as natural circulation 
develops. the expected rise in T" will reduce subcooling 
which may jeopardize HPSI stop and throttle criteria. This 
actually might lead operators not to completely throttle 
HPSI or at least delay its termination. 

Upon onset of containment cue... ( 19 minutes into the FCS 
event). it is difficult to believe th:.lt whatever procedure the 
operators were using that a LOC\ would not be diagnosed. 
The operators at Ft. Calhoun (and at all CE reactor plants) 
have the option of combating a LOCA using the LOCA 
procedure. EOP-03. or using th~ Functional Recoren' 
Procedure, EOP-20. Fig. 3 indicate' the likely paths through 
the EOP system for FCS. A description of the o\erall EOP 

system for a CE reactor plant has been described pre
viously~6. There is little reason to believe that the operators 
would misdiagnose the LOCA as a LOCA. at least nothing 
in the description of the ATHEANA example would 'force' 
it and it isn't so assumed, However. the delay in the con
vincing information might be a few minutes (e.g.. 19 in the 
FCS event) and the operators might spend some time in 
EOP-OI, which is directed toward routine trips. Because 
of the tendency of FCS operators to prefer EOP-20 under 
most non-routine conditions because it 'works' in all cir
cumstances. the probability. p. in the figure is likely to be 
close to unity for FCS. However. at other CE reactor plants. 
the option of EOP-03 may be more likely than at FCS. 
(Notice that the Westinghouse and Babcock and Wilcox 
PWRs have somewhat different EOP systems and especially 
the BWR EOP system is quite different; no claims are made 
relative to these EOP styles.) 

The FCS event would have been mitigated well with 
EOP-03 but the FCS operators opted using EOP-20. In the 
FCS SLOCA event. EOP-20 was entered ten minutes after 
the onset of the event. Had EOP-03 been opted, however. 
one of the primary steps is to ensure SI flow is acceptable 
per Attachment 3, Safety Injection FloII' \'S. Pressur;:.er 
Pressure. Depending on whether the RCS pressure and 
level indications lagged their actual values or failed stuck 
high. this step would direct the operators to institute HPSI 
and the EOC would be cured. In the case of a stuck indica
tor, the arrival of containment cues would be contrary to the 
RCS cue and the operators would have another opportunity 
at situation assessment. In the case of lagging indicators, the 
reinstating of SI would be later than optimal. In either case, 
the EOC would be cured. 

Furthermore. EOP-03. section 8·0, Floating Steps, part O. 
RCS Heat Removal. tells the operators to: 

Verify adequate RCS Heat Removal via the S/Gs by both 
indications: 

I.	 At least one S/G has wide range level greater than or 
equal to 209C. 

2.	 RCS T, temperatures are stable or lowering [this 
criterion would fail eventually]. 

If any of the following criteria are satisfied: 

I.	 both S/G wide range levels are less than 209'c 
..,	 an uncontrolled rise in RCS T, is greater than 5°F 

[this criterion would hold evemually]then go to 
Success Path HR-4 of EOP-lO. 

That procedure section directs the operators to implement 
oncl:'-through-coo!ing (OTC I. i.e .. what the industry gener
ically terms feed and bleed. which would then direct them to 
(urn the HPl pumps back on (along with opening a PORV). 

When multiple symptoms exist. the CE EOPs direct 
operators to the Functional Recore,-)" Procedure. as its 
termed at Ft. Calhoun. EOP-20. It is EOP-20 that the Ft. 
Calhoun operators chose to implement in the July 1992 
e\en!. In this EOP. the operators are directed to maintain 
various safety functions and at least for a while (apparently 
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some nineteen minutes in the FCS event). these functions 
might appear satisfied because of misleading RCS indica
tors. However. in a few (in the FCS event, 19) minutes. the 
quench tank rupture disk would rupture from the inventory 
pouring from the LOCA. At that time, LOCA containment 
cues would begin to arrive: increasing containment pres
sure, sump level rising, radiation in the containment. etc. 
h is very difficult at this point to believe that the operators 
would continue to leave all HPSI turned off. If not, the EOC 
would be cured. 

In EOP-lO. the first four safety functions would likely be 
acceptable. Safety function 5, RCS and Core Heat Removal, 
is accomplished by means of one of five .paths' : 

1.	 HR-l forced circulation, no SI. 
2.	 HR-2 natural circulation. no SI, 
3.	 HR-3 steam generator heat sink with SI. 
4.	 HR-4 once-through-cooling. and 
5.	 HR-5 shutdown coolingin that order. The assumption 

of the termination of SI will eliminate the acceptabil
ity of path HR-3. The criteria of HR-l. 2. and 4 
include: 

I.	 core 6.T:s 10°F and not increasing 
2.	 Tc:S 545°F and not increasing 
3.	 RVLMS indicates no reactor vessel voiding 
4.	 difference between CETs and RCS Th :S 10°F 
5.	 RVLMS indicates level above the top of the hot leg 
6.	 CET temperature < superheat 
7.	 RCS pressure < 1350 psi or decreasing. 

At various times over the postulated scenario of an 
SLOCA with terminated SI, each of these criteria would 
fail with the exception of item 7 with pressure failed high. 
Fig. 4 depicts the arrival of various strong cues over th~ core 
heat up that would result from the supposedly unrecognized 
RCS inventory depletion with 51 terminated. Criterion 7 
would appear to fail if the failure of RCS pressure was of 
the mode: stuck high; otherwise, a tracking fault. as was the 
case at Ft. Calhoun, would mean that criterion would not 

fail. If HR-I. HR-2, and HR-3 could not be determined to be 
acceptable, then the operators are supposed to attempt OTC 
to satisfy·HR-4. This would cure the EOe. 

Finally. EOP-lO. Attachment 14, Void Elimination. 
would direct operators to use (Le., turn on) HPJ to eliminate 
void indicated by the RVLMS. This would cure the EOe. 

These new cues, most more significant relative to the 
critical safety function hierarchy than previous ones. 
would likely arrive after a full complement of the technical 
support centre (TSC) staff has become available. The TSC 
consists of operators and management called from home in 
emergency situations. These cues are also strong enough to 
break an early mindset, i.e., that HPI is not needed. Hence, 
relative to the EOPs and the dynamics of cues during an 
SLOCA, the following points may be made: 

1.	 Failure to realize that a LOCA is ongoing is not 
credible. EOP-DO Diagnostics and EOP-03, Attach
ment 1. Containment Pressure. etc. indicate LOCA. 

2.	 Given a recognized LOCA, it is very unlikely that 
operators would think that HPI stop criteria are met. 

EOP-DO 6·0, Diagnostic Actions, based on containment 
pressure or sump level 
EOP-03 5·2a, Break Identification (Attachment 1), 
based on containment pressure 
EOP-20, 7·3, ReS Inventory Control, IC-Ie, RVLMS 
indicates level above top of hot leg 
EOP-lO, 7·3. ReS Inventory Control, IC-2a, SI flow 
per attachment 3. 

If HPI were terminated, then there are many later, strong 
cues that would direct operators to restart HPI. 

The above discussion indicates an error potential during 
an SLOCA as summarized in Table 3. The recognition of a 
LOCA is not contested. However, for a while at least the 
operators tenninate SI due to failure of instrumentation. 
ATHEANA calls this an EOC but it seems unfair to call 
an	 'E' at all. However, ATHEANA rather cavalierly postu
lates that the error persists despite the arrival of a variety of 



Table 3. Potential for cognitive error in SLOCA 

Possible cognitive failure Likelihood Reason 

Fail to recognize event as LOCA not credible plethora of post-TMI cues and EOP support 
(cannot be considered EOC) (ATEA*\ does not assume this) 

Fail to maintain SCM, throttling SI (EOC) occurred at FCS instruments lagged and crew dynamics was not optimal 
Inappropriately decide to terminate SI (EOC) plausible initially faulted primary cues; depends on actual kinds of faults 
Persist in this situational assessment (EOO) not credible 

strong cues, a procedure set developed to avoid EOCs, and 
an independent source of situation assessment in the staff of 
the TSC. Error technologists know this can happen in some 
cases but the ATHEANA analysis does not give any credit 
for the post-TMI modifications to EOPs. 

'The EOPs should thus be function-oriented (with 
provisions for specific event-based actions, if desired) ... 
Function-oriented EOPs provide the operator with guidance 
on how to verify the adequacy of certain functions and how 
to restore and maintain those functions when they are 
degraded. 037 

Further, their advantage is that 'the operator does not 
have to immediately diagnose an ev~nt ... to maintain the 
plant in a safe configuration.' . 

This extensive context of EOPs alone behooves 
ATHEANA and any HRA approach to take more seriously 
what Erik Hollnagefdubbed as the 'term of '93' as he issued 
his book on context and control related to HRA). Context is 
a label surrogate for the complex of influences on a human 
performance. As can be found from analysis of actual and 
even simulated events, context can be quite varied2936.)8-4o. 

Table 4 hints at the complex context of the FCS SLOCA 
event. Table 5 shows the barriers established post-TMI to 
avoid persistent EOCs. As the table notes (in bold), only 
some of the resources available were faulted, and then some 
only partially. From such reviews, it is quite obvious that the 
situational circumstances referred to as context drives such 
human cognitive performances as situational assessment 

EOPs. TSC. strong later contrary cues 

and the decisions that are made from it. The result, often. 
is that the insights from event analysis are totally dependent 
upon the event analyst. 

Neither ATHEANA nor a reasonable assessment indi
cates any credibility of the operators not realizing that, 
among possibly other things, a LOCA is ongoing. This is 
due to the many post-TMI modifications to plants because 
of the failure at TMI. There is (and was during the FCS 
event) a potential for an EOC related to maintenance of 
SCM. For a considerably long period (over 2 and a half 
hours at FCS), the loss of SCM would have little impact. 
although it could lead to suboptimal cooling and eventually 
voiding in the RCS. 

The postulated inappropriate termination of Sl is the EOC 
postulated in ATHEANA and it is plausible, at least initially 
in the event progression due to faulted primary instruments. 
However, the termination would occur only with a stuck 
high indication of pressure and level, since lagging indica
tors would lead to 'normal' LOCA mitigation that is some
what late relative to optimal. However, it is the persistence 
of this assessed situation that is most troublesome in the 
ATHEANA analysis. One might concede that the example 
was provided only as a 'screening' example to demonstrate 
concerns with EOCs had not the producers of the example 
insisted that context and, in particular. forcing context was 
so crucial to the new HRA approach. Notice, finally, that the 
persistence of the situation assessment is no longer an Eoe 
but an EOO. 

Table 4. Factors leading to an EOC 

Occurrence 

split crew; STA not well-known 
STA is not well accepted 
event on a holiday 
event at night 
event at shift initiation 
stuck-open PCSV (industry emphasizes 

stuck-open PORVs but not PCSVs) 
unusual pressure evolution 
failed indicator 
redundant indicators on back panel 
cryptic SPDS 
acceptance of SPDS 
strong but wrong assessment by RO 
STA is not well known 
SRO assumes RO correct 

Problem Impacts cognition 

latent influence decision making 
industry-wide latent influence decision making 
latent influence all 
latent (circadian) influence all 
higher attention~ lower readiness all 
strong but wrong expectation diagnosis 

failed to recognize open PSY diagnosis 
misdiagnosis diagnosis 
HED diagnosis 
HED situation assessment 
industry-wide latent influence situation assessment 
forced but not an error diagnosis 
latent influence decision making 
mistake (EOC) decision making 

Consequence: loss of SCM; suboptimal response to the event with insignificant risk because of the EOPs. 



Tahle 5. Redundant harriers to persisting EOes 

Procedures Personnel 

pressure specitic EOP reactor operators (ROs) 
le\el safety function status check senior reactor operator (SROI 
pressurizer floating steps (,-\ & 0) shift technical advisor (STA) 
RVL\1S EOP-20 (in panicular HR-4) shift supervisor 
temperature technical support cenler (TSC) 

Bold indicates harrier was at least raniall~ 'faulted', 

5 TOWARD A \-IORE REALISTIC 
QUANTIFICATION 

The ATHEANA quantitative estimate of the sequence fre
quency would dominate most PRNIPEs. Its generation, by 
example, also defies its own rule that the situation 'forces' 
human failure. Moreover, the example fails to take in all of 
the context as noted above. 

First it must be realized that a small LOCA-in most large 
capacity plants such as Surry and even smaller plants like Ft. 
Calhoun-is a slowly evolving event. \'is-a-vis core heat up 
(Fig. 4- hints at this). This gives a lot of time for a lot of 
people to help make any EOC right. Hence, there is legit
imate reason to credit the presence of the vast redundancy 
built into the nuclear plant/operator system since TMI. 

The ATHEANA analysis of the 5LOCA 51 termination 
sequence is synopsized in Table 6. It is decomposed into 
four events. The first is the ·initiator.· i.e .. the occurrence of 
the small LOCA. Risk assessment typically quantifies its 
occurrence rate to be no more than 2 X 10-2 yr. A stuck
open PORV is then assumed to be the cause of the LOCA; a 
probability of 0·5 is assigned this. But the analysis lhen 
assumes that the PZR level fails because of this kind of 
LOCA. which is clearly incorrect. The third event assumes 
a common-cause failure of 2 of 4 high pressure indicators 
fail stuck high. The conditional probability of this event 
is calculated to be 0·0 I using 18 month exposure time 
(i.e.. this vital instrumentation is not checked but once 
every year and a half: the more likely duration is a month, 
or a factor of 18 less). Finally. the fourth event is 'operators 
believe HPI termination criteria met and fail to recover.' 
This is quantified at O· 15 which is justified as an error 
forcing context due solely to the fact that the event might 
occur during 2-6am. The ATHEANA analysis assumes that 
circadian effects force not only the original error, which as 
noted above is not really an error, but its persistence in spite 
of all the redundancy of T"1;le 5. It should be noted that 
Swain regards shift work as the 'norm' for nuclear power 

plants and does not recommend any adjustment from baSIl.' . 

b b'I' , f l4pro a I /ttes 0 error' . 
The total core damage frequency is the product of these.
 

or 1·5 X 10-5 yr. The analysis includes the 2nd and .\rd
 
event with the fourth as the human failure event, but this
 
is not warranted.
 

So, let's add some of the context discussed above. Error 
rates will be taken from INTENT (for EOCs) and THERP 
for other considerations. INTENT identifies error type #12: 
'symptoms noticed. but incorrect interpretation,' which 
seems to be the closest match to the error conceived b\ 
ATHEANA. INTENT suggests a range on the probability 
of such an EOC from an upper bound of 0·1 to a lower 
bound of 0·0042 6. The risk assessment tradition of assum
ing this to be the 90% 'confidence' range of a lognormally 
distributed parameter yields: 

I. median 0·02 
2. error factor 5 
3. mean 0·032. 

An expert in circadian effects suggest a factor of 6 
increase in failure probability for the early hours of the 
morning (not a 100% reduction in reliability as assessed 
in the NUREG)41 which raises that basic human error prob
ability to 0·19. Not a bad comparison, so far as it goes. 
However, the SRO makes the actual EOC, if one exists, 
and the RO's actions at the board are presumably 1000/( 
dependent on that decision. But the STA is available, as is 
the shift supervisor and the TSC (some 30-60 min later). 
The FCS SRO ignored the STA but he might not; it seems 
that high dependency is a fair assessment of his contributing 
positive information using the SPDS (and even this prob
ability will dominate the failure probability of the SPDS) 
Swain assigns 0,5 to this34

. The shift supervisor will be 
ignored (it is early morning) but the TSC, however, is vir
tually independent from the crew, and will be available. T( 
be conservative, a moderate de . .::ndency factor is used, 
i.e., 0·14. Hence, a model of the persistent EOC, thaI 

Table 6. Alternative quantification makes the difference 

Sequence element ATHEANA estimate Contex.tual estimate 

small break LOCA 2 X 1O-2fyr 2 X 1O-2/yr 
failure of pressurizer level 0.5 0.5 
2/4 high pressure indicators stuck high 
operators fail to recover 
TOTALS 

0.01 
0.\5 
1.5 X 1O-5fyr 

0.01 
2.5 X 10-4 

2.5 X 1O-8fyr 
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Fig. 5. Considering a more realistic context. 

more realistically accounts for the actual personnel who will 
be available, makes for an HFE probability of: 

0·032 X 6 X 0·5 X 0·14=0·013. 

This error rate improves on the ATHEANA estimate by a 
factor of 9, nearly an order of magnitude. It is necessary to 
realize that the INTENT value, the circadian factor and the 
two dependency factors are quite likely to be very conser
vative estimates. 

Now, over the next few hours, the containment functions 
arrive, the RVLMS cues arrive, and the core and RCS tem
perature indications arrive. These are different enough (and 
this was the intent of all post-TMI training, the EOPs and the 
qualifying of instrumentation) that they cannot be consid
ered completely dependent on the previous EOC. The cues 
themselves are rising up the hierarchy of significant safety 
function indicators. They will not be missed. So at worst, a 
couple more moderate dependency factors should be tacked 
onto this analysis for the TSC (the crew is not in command 
at this point) and the result is: 

0·013 X 0·14 X 0·14=0·00025 

or a factor of 600 improvement on the ATHEANA esti
mate. Many people would think this analysis very conser
vative. The resulting sequence frequency is 2·5 x 10-8 yr 
without considering quantitative adjustments of the system 

from the postulated ATHEANA EOC considering a more 
representative context. Fig. 5 synopsizes this re-evaluation 
by indicating some of the omitted significant context. This 
example indicates the justification that has been used in risk 
assessment to ignore this kind of human performance: the 
post-TMI modifications to all US nuclear power plants has 
indeed reduced the potential for EOCs to an acceptable 
level. 

6 CONCLUSION 

The point of this technical note critically discussing the 
latest rendition of the ATHEANA approach is not to put 
down what are obviously honest concerns related to errors 
of commission. It is not to demonstrate a 'superior' quanti
fication, although publishing a calculation that is so 
obviously flawed does disservice to the authors, the NRC. 
and especially the nuclear industry, and a superior calcula
tion is readily feasible. However, the note is offered as a 
challenge: HRA must account for context-all of its con
text. No matter the premature status of a project, at least this 
fact must be respected. 

Another point is to indicate that, in a precursor such as the 
event at FCS, many things do go right. In that event, these 
include: 

I.	 The procedure-ta-safety function cue relationships are 
robust enough to accomplish their primary mission: to 
break any early mindset of the operating crew and 
lead to self-recovery. 

2.	 The TSC is online and effective in time to provide its 
intended redundancy. 

3.	 The reactor system is error-tolerant enough to survive 
temporary, but extended, suboptimal operation. 

4. The operators, probably because of the older vintage 
of the plant, are highly skilled in performing ex
control actions during an emergency response (three 
during the FCS event). 

An adequate second generation HRA, such as ATHEANA, 
must account for this prowess of the response system as well 
as search reasonably for credible opportunities in its failure 
to be realistic. 

There are many ideas floating around the HRA literature 
that need to be pulled into a new HRA approach such as
 

. ATHEANA. They include the NRC-sponsored work with
 
EOCs by INEL as well as a variety of ideas such as those
 
listed below in no preferential order: 

I.	 the structure and potency of cue pattern types as the) 
arrive during the evolution of a scenario-12. 

2.	 the, often convoluted, logical structure to EOP sec
tions-l-\ 

3.	 the decision making that does go on in control rooms. 
which may be explicated by cognitive or goal-means. 
analysis 17.JS, 

-t. the opportunities of going awry in complex procedure 



5.	 the scenario/EOP mismatches that force operators to 
lI~e the procedure~ innO\ati\ely 'lor e\en to ha\e to 
circUlment them. on the spot or as a habituated infor

.+
mal procedure ). and 

P6.	 the dynamics of human performance'+o., 

Until HRA madding can model what Hollnagel'+x has 
called cogniti\'e reliability and produce an HRA model 
that is. to use Joseph Fragola' s phrase. 'a within-the
black-box model.' HRA is best applied. and regulators 
and the industry Jre best sened. by examining the full 
context of the EOPs. additional personnel and other redun
dancies created post-Tl\1I with the seriousness their devel
opment deserves. Until so. the kind of EOC that is proffered 
by the latest ATHEANA analysis has negligible risk just as 
risk analysts have always assumed to be the case. 
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